Abstract: Several techniques exist to increase the rate of healing of meniscal tears after repair. We describe a simple arthroscopic technique of microfracture to the intercondylar notch. This technique can provide marrow elements to the site of meniscus repair to aid in meniscal healing at the time of repair. Key Words: Meniscus repair—Microfracture—Marrow stimulation—Biologic augmentation.

The rate of healing after meniscus repair varies in the literature from 63% to 91%. The rate of healing is more favorable for smaller tears, acute tears, tears repaired in stable joints, and repairs performed with concomitant anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) reconstruction. Additionally, peripheral tears with adequate vascular supply are more likely to result in a successful repair. The vasculature of the meniscus stems from the attachment of the synovium and joint capsule and supplies the outer one-third region. Meniscus tears in the well-vascularized periphery are able to mount a proper healing response, whereas tears in the poorly-vascularized center have limited healing capabilities.

Several studies, both clinical and basic science, have shown increased healing of meniscal tears with the introduction of blood and marrow elements into the joint. Researchers believe that meniscus repair performed in conjunction with ACL reconstruction have improved healing rates compared with the repair of isolated meniscus because of several factors, including re-establishment of knee kinematics and stability, longer rehabilitation associated with ACL reconstruction, and more extensive hemarthrosis with fibrin clot formation. Experimental techniques to introduce intra-articular blood and marrow elements, such as fibrin clot and fibrin glue with marrow elements, also have been shown to increase the rate of meniscal healing. We believe that patients undergoing meniscus repair and concomitant ACL reconstruction with intercondylar notchplasty and bone tunnels have an improved rate of healing, primarily because of the release of marrow elements into the joint.

The purpose of this article is to introduce a simple arthroscopic technique to enhance the repair of isolated meniscus tears by penetrating the subchondral bone of the intercondylar notch, thereby releasing blood and marrow elements into the joint, similar to the biologic environment presumably created during ACL reconstruction.

Surgical Technique

A standard set-up for knee arthroscopy is performed. When a possible meniscus repair is to be performed, a leg holder is used to freely access the posteroomedial and posterolateral aspect of the knee. A thorough diagnostic arthroscopy is performed. When a meniscus tear is encountered, it is assessed for reparability. The ideal tear for repair is a longitudinal, full-thickness tear that is greater than 1 cm and in the red-red or red-white zone. In general, we do not repair meniscus tears in the white-white zone. The meniscus
is prepared by gently rasping the edges of the tear. No excessive debridement is performed. We prefer to use an inside-out suture technique whenever possible. An accessory incision is made on the posteromedial or posterolateral aspect of the knee for suture retrieval. The appropriate zone-specific cannula (Linvatec, Largo, FL) is used through the contralateral arthroscopy portal, and double-armed 2-0 Ethibond sutures (Ethicon, Somerville, NJ) are used to place vertical mattress sutures across the meniscus tear. The needles are retrieved through the accessory incision. After all sutures are placed, the sutures are tied with the knee in full extension. The repair is then inspected and probed for adequate stability (Figs 1 and 2). Occasionally, for anterior horn meniscus tears, an outside-in technique using an 18-gauge spinal needle, No. 0 polydioxanone suture (PDS, Ethicon), and a “mulberry knot” technique is used.\(^\text{15}\)

After a satisfactory repair is performed, a 45° microfracture awl (Linvatec) is placed through the contralateral portal. The awl is repeatedly penetrated through the subchondral bone of the intercondylar notch at the PCL origin until marrow elements are seen to enter the joint (Figs 3 and 4). The flow of arthroscopic fluid is interrupted to better observe the marrow elements emanating from the microfracture holes.

The arthroscope is then removed. A standard closure of the accessory incision and arthroscopic portals is performed. We do not use a brace postoperatively. The patients are allowed to bear weight as tolerated, with range of motion restricted while weight-bearing from 0° to 90° for the first 6 weeks. Full range of motion is allowed when not weight-bearing. After the first 6 weeks, full range of motion while weight-bearing is allowed, and activity is progressed as tolerated. Return to full activity is permitted at 4 to 6 months after surgery.

**DISCUSSION**

The repair response for meniscal healing after injury has been well defined. The human meniscus is a fibrocartilagenous tissue composed of 2 distinct cell types imbedded in an interlacing collagen network.\(^\text{16}\)
Cells of superficial surface are oval or fusiform, whereas the cells deep in the substance of the meniscus are round or polygonal. Some researchers believe the morphology are suggestive of chondrocytes, but other investigators believe that the production of predominantly type I collagen is more indicative of fibrochondrocytes. The exact classification of these cells remains controversial, but numerous studies have shown that the 2 cell types seem to respond uniquely to growth factors and media constituents. The intrinsic repair capability of fibrochondrocytes of the vascularized periphery has been well characterized. The tear site is infiltrated by inflammatory cells, creating a vascularized fibrin clot allowing mesenchymal cells to infiltrate the fibrin clot. The clot becomes a fibrovascular scar by 10 weeks and undergoes further remodeling until the establishment of fibrocartilagenous tissue. Organ culture studies have shown that the cells of the avascular region do, in fact, possess an intrinsic healing response. The meniscal fibrochondrocytes are capable of migrating in response to chemotactic and mitogenic stimuli, and they are able to proliferate and synthesize extracellular matrix in response to injury.

The hemarthrosis resulting from ACL reconstruction with intercondylar notchplasty may augment meniscal healing by exposing the repair to marrow elements, including growth factors and mesenchymal stem cells. Insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1), transforming growth factor (TGF) family, and several bone morphogenic proteins (BMPs) are responsible for the maintenance of cartilage homeostasis. IGF-1 is the major growth factor controlling matrix synthesis and matrix degradation in healthy cartilage. TGF-β and BMP-2 stimulate the production of proteoglycan and promote cartilage repair. The recently isolated cartilage-derived morphogen protein (CDMP) is involved in embryonic tissue development, and CDMP may also play a role in repair because many features resemble embryonic processes. Marrow mesenchymal stem cells are pluripotent progenitor cells, and the ultimate phenotype of these cells depends on a number of intrinsic and extrinsic signals. The use of autologous mesenchymal stem cells has been used in the healing of meniscus lesions in a goat model with the ability to differentiate into a cell type appropriate for matrix repair. Bone marrow cells seeded in a type I collagen matrix for meniscus reconstruction in a rabbit model had enhanced repair characteristics compared with type I collagen matrices or peristium alone.

Tears in the avascular areas of the meniscus are less likely to result in successful healing, and there are a variety of techniques that attempt to enhance the healing of tears in these areas. One method to improve the vascular supply is by rasping the parameniscal synovium and rasping either side of the meniscus tear. The fibrin clot has been evaluated scientifically and clinically, but the results are equivocal. Henning et al. reported that the use of the fibrin clot decreased failures of isolated repairs from 61% to 8%, but Cannon noted only a modest reduction in failures, from 60% to 42%. A study in dogs introduced the idea of vascular access channels to irrigate the peripheral circulation to the avascular central areas to bring about fibrovascular healing of central zones. The channel, however, disrupts the peripheral circumferential fibers, which weakens the biomechanical properties of the meniscus. Partial thickness trephination with suture repair of peripheral menisci produced partial or complete meniscal healing, whereas no healing was noted with peripheral menisci repaired with sutures alone. Other experimental techniques to enhance healing of meniscus repairs include synovial flap, fibrin glue, fibrin glue with endothelial cell growth factor, cyanoacrylate glue, platelet-derived growth factor, laser stimulation, and Caspari suture punch. None of the existing techniques have produced overwhelming results to date. The most significant aspect of enhancing meniscal healing appears to be the addition of blood and particularly marrow elements with pluripotential stem cells.

The described technique of microfracture to the intercondylar notch is a simple way to provide marrow elements to the site of meniscus repair to aid in me-
niscal healing at the time of repair. This technique does not require additional skills or novel arthroscopic devices. Further basic science studies are critical to objectively evaluate the effects of marrow elements on the site of meniscus repair, as well as further clinical studies to validate the efficacy of this technique.
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